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Welcome to the University of Vermont Chi Alpha CMIT Program 

I’m so glad you’ve responded to the call of God to explore full-time vocation in campus 
missions.  I am convinced that our secular colleges and universities are the most strategic 
mission fields in the world.  This is especially true of the strategic campuses in the 
northeast region of the U.S.  

My hope is that you will find this internship both challenging and rewarding.  I hope you 
will give yourself fully to your relationships with the staff and the students, and that you will 
have the courage to be vulnerable and honest with yourself and others. I encourage you 
to set your heart on growing and on a deeper intimacy with Jesus. Commit this year to 
better hearing the Holy Spirit and to partnering with the work God is doing in people all 
around you. 

-Mark Hoffman 
CMIT Director,  UVMXA 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PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENTS 
“A Chi Alpha CMIT program is a 10-month internship corresponding to an academic year 
designed to train individuals in every aspect of vocational, full-time campus ministry.  A CMIT 
program is a bridge between a college education, a career, or vocational ministry, and university 
ministry on a secular campus. During this time a person can test his or her calling into full-time 
university ministry.  This training takes place under the guidance of experienced campus 
missionaries as the CMIT participates fully in supervised ministry to a campus community and 
learns how to implement the mission of Chi Alpha.”  
  
 – Chi Alpha National Promotional Literature  

The Campus Ministry In Training (CMIT) Program at UVM is specifically designed to train and equip 
individuals for vocational campus ministry in a post-Christian context. This experience is a 
combination of directed Biblical study, practical ministry experience, and mentoring by 
experienced campus ministers. 
  
What are the Requirements of this CMIT program?  

•  A person must be approved by the Chi Alpha National Ministry Center to be a CMIT.  
•  A CMIT must open a national CMIT account through the Springfield     

office for the purpose of receipting and disbursing CMIT funds.  
•  A CMIT must attend the Reach the University Institute [RUI] during the     

summer prior to their CMIT program unless they attend a Quarter School.  
•  The CMIT must raise their full CMIT budget prior to starting the      

internship.  
•  The CMIT must be a college graduate.  
•  The CMIT must be willing to commit to the full 10-month program.  
•  The CMIT must fulfill the requirements for ministerial credentials with the    

Assemblies of God by the conclusion of their internship.  
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RATIONALE BEHIND AN INTERNSHIP 

What does a CMIT Program Encompass? 
The CMIT program is specifically designed to develop a person’s spiritual depth, personal 
character, relational quotient, and university ministry skills (theologically, intellectually, and 
professionally).  

From the National CMIT Handbook: 

You Learn Best What You Do  

Men and women who serve as campus missionaries are a combination of teacher, counselor, 
and surgeon. We teach eternal truths. We give counsel to countless students. We perform 
delicate soul-surgery by rightly using the scalpel of the Word of God under the guidance of 
the Holy Spirit.  

The teacher, counselor, and surgeon all must practice their craft through supervised 
internships and residencies to adequately prepare themselves for their vocation. How much 
more should campus missionaries who influence students’ spirituality and personal integrity 
be prepared for their calling and service!  

Campus missions requires more than intellectual mastery of theology and ministry philosophy 
gained in theoretical classroom discussions. Effective pastoral work within the unique culture 
of a secular campus requires time for acclimation and hands-on experience with a wise 
mentor. The CMIT intern learns best during the internship’s extended time of character testing, 
gift discovery, development of a Christian worldview, and the learning of needed ministry 
skills.  

A wise CMIT graduate once said, “When I entered the CMIT program I was confident in myself, 
but when I left my confidence was in God. When I came I felt I had a handle on most things, 
but when I left I felt like I had begun to truly grasp essential things. When I came I wondered, 
‘Do I really need this?’ Now, I wonder what I’d have done without it.”  

A CMIT is not relegated to being a staff person’s gopher or a special projects person. Instead, 
a CMIT is a campus missionary under training. In that position, he or she takes on the work, 
challenges, and intensity that each campus minister faces. The CMIT learns best who they are 
as well as what he or she does best. In doing so, the CMIT experiences a molding of the heart, 
mind, and spirit that prepares him or her for a career in the strategic mission field of the 
university.  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OUR CORE VALUES 
A. Community.  We prioritize relationship over task, encouraging the discipline of hospitality and 

spiritual friendship.  
 • Meet one-on-one. 
 • Encourage social activities. 
 • Prioritize fun! 
 • Teach interns to initiate in relationships. 
 • Prioritize relationships among staff . 
B. Integrity 
 • Encourage honesty in speech and action. 
 • Develop and encourage transparency amongst staff, interns, and students. 
 • Teach mutual accountability. 
 • Model and expect confession. 
 • We will not tolerate plagiarism or cheating of any kind. 
C. Servant-leadership 
 • Interns are the first to arrive and last to leave @ every event. 
 • Doing all things without murmuring and complaining. 
 • Submit criticisms with potential solutions. 
 • Don’t just do the minimum, but think of ways to help others succeed. 
D. Excellence 
 • Do everything to the best of your ability as unto the Lord! 
 • Because we’re representing the Kingdom we’ll encourage attention to detail. 
 • We will model and encourage excellence in ministry. 
 • We will consider the culture of our campus. 
E. Creativity 
 • We’ll think of new ways of presenting old truth. 
 • We value brainstorming innovative ministry practices. 
F. Diversity 
 • We encourage the expression of opinions from all. 
 • We value international student ministry and expect interns to participate and   
  develop skills in ministering to internationals. 
 • We desire to see Galatians 3:28 reflected in our fellowship. 
 • We value women in ministry. 
 • We value racial reconciliation. 
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UVM CMIT FACULTY AND CAMPUS MINISTRY STAFF 

Joe and Rachel Gavin are nationally appointed campus missionaries to the University of Vermont.  
Rachel came to faith through Chi Alpha at the University of Louisiana Lafayette, where she 
graduated with a degree in English Literature.  Joe became a follower of Christ through Chi Alpha 
while studying clarinet performance at the New England Conservatory of Music. Both completed 
their CMIT internships at Western Washington University, where they also served as associate staff.  
After getting married in 2006, they moved across the country and pioneered Chi Alpha at UVM.  
After directing UVMXA for 5 years, Rachel has turned her attention to directing a household that 
includes three children, Jaeda, Silas, and Caleb. Joe continues to direct UVMXA, and when he’s 
not working you can find him with kids on a run, on a bike ride, or enjoying his favorite local ice 
cream shop. 

Mark and Sue Hoffman are nationally appointed campus missionaries and serve on the UVM Chi 
Alpha team in various roles. Mark serves as the CMIT Director while Sue serves as the XAi (Chi 
Alpha International) Director. Mark graduated from the University of Nebraska with his B.A. in 1987 
and a Master’s degree from Liberty University in 2012. Sue completed her B.S. in 1990 and M.Ed. 
in 1999, both from the University of Maryland (UM).  After leaving their homeland of Nebraska 
during their first year of marriage, they got the bug for ministry in the Northeast. Returning to 
Nebraska for Mark’s internship, Mark and Sue then moved back to Maryland to re-start Chi Alpha 
at UM. While at UM, Mark served as the Potomac District Chi Alpha Representative, they 
developed XA at UM and served hundreds of international students through American Friends in 
partnership with local churches. In the midst of their 20 years at UM, they “gave-a-year” to reach 
university students in Tajikistan. After UM, Mark was Chi Alpha Missionary-in-Residence at the 
University of Valley Forge. Mark and Sue moved to Burlington in the Spring of 2016. If you don’t 
find them walking around downtown Burlington, you might find them on a bike trail in good 
weather, or at a coffee shop in bad weather. 

Adam Koelsch is a missionary associate serving on the UVM Chi Alpha team. The journey really 
started for Adam and his late wife, Ellynn at Ohio State where they met in Chi Alpha. She got her 
degree in physical therapy and Adam in social work. At that time, Adam couldn't stand the taste of 
coffee and that's all Ellynn drank. This would change as doors opened for ministry out east so they 
moved to Washington DC, completed the internship and landed in Providence RI to serve with XA 
at Brown University. This was transformational as coffee began to run black and proudly through 
Adam's veins and Ellynn discovered the glory of Dunkin's Iced coffee with cream and sugar. They 
learned that, well at least New England "runs on Dunkin' " They had a baby boy in 2012. Anthony 
is healthy, loud and engaging. He loves school, adventure, "Bear" and possibly the taste of 
coffee ;) When they were not together as a family, Ellynn was fixing someone's (insert medical term 
here) as a physical therapist specializing in the hand. Where as Adam would be on campus 
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specializing in coffee shop etiquette and engaging students. They loved each other, their family, 
and their students - all 1.2 million of them in New England! New doors then opened and a plan 
was birthed to move to Vermont. But in May of 2016, we tragically lost Ellynn in a car accident. 
Adam took the next year to "learn to breath again." In August of 2017, Adam and Anthony 
continued the journey that Ellynn had so gracefully been committed to and moved to Burlington 
where they hold tightly to the promise that God has continued to speak so clearly through it all, 
"I've got you." 

Ashleigh Simpson is a Missionary Associate at the University of Vermont. She grew up in a 
Christian home, but strengthened her faith after becoming involved with Chi Alpha at UVM while 
she was a student there. After graduating in 2017 with a B.S. in Music Education, Ashleigh decided 
to pursue ministry by entering and completing the CMIT Program at UVM. She is now on staff here, 
and is excited to see what God will continue to do on UVM campus! When she's not working, you 
can find her enjoying good food, music, and her wonderful friends. 

ABOUT THIS PROGRAM 

There are seven areas of competency that we will develop in each CMIT.  They are listed in the 
order in which they will be covered in this manual.  All of these categories are interrelated.  A lack 
of theological and cultural knowledge and incomplete ministry skills can lead to a ministry that is 
weak or ineffective.  However, most people who fail in ministry do not fail because of lack of 
knowledge or skills, but fail because of issues relating to their spiritual depth, personal character, 
or their handling of relationships.  We are to be people who are authentic and live our lives as 
whole persons with the truth of the kingdom of God lived out in every area of our lives. 

II. Relationships 
III. Spiritual Development  
IV. Personal Character & Health 
V. Theological Understanding 
VI. Cultural Understanding - Critical Campus Ministry Issues 
VII.  Ministry Skills 
VIII.  Professional Role as Minister 

Evaluation and Placement 

In December each intern will have an oral evaluation with their pastoral supervisor. Each intern is 
evaluated in various aspects of Biblical studies, ministerial skills, and character development. Final 
evaluations in May will be one of the following: 
a.) full recommendation to campus ministry 
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b.) recommendation with stipulations  
c.) recommendation for a second year extension of internship  
d.) no recommendation to campus ministry 

As interns, you will also have the opportunity to evaluate the internship program itself. 
We do all that we can to place interns in a campus ministry situation that will be advantageous for 
long-term ministry. We endeavor to make these decisions in ample time for smooth transitions. 

RELATIONSHIPS 

How do we relate to the Assemblies of God? 

We are chartered and all of our staff are affiliated with national Chi Alpha Campus Ministries.  Chi 
Alpha is the missions arm of the Assemblies of God to the secular universities of the USA. 

We fully cooperate with the Northern New England District Chi Alpha Committee.  The district Chi 
Alpha Director is Joe Gavin.  The district home missions director and district superintendent is Rev. 
Dennis Marquardt.  We relate regularly with all of these leaders, and we hold to the biblical 
principle of serving and honoring those in positions of leadership. 

We minister alongside the Assemblies of God churches in the Burlington area. All of our staff and 
students are encouraged to attend one of the A/G churches we partner with.  We expect the same 
from all CMITs.  

The relationship between staff and CMITs 

Ministry is about relationships.  Leadership is primarily focused on the development of healthy 
relationships with other people and with God.  Thus, leadership is strongly rooted in sharing and 
discipling.  Jesus modeled the practice of sending followers out into ministry after first having had 
the opportunity of walking close to another who was serving God effectively. 

As staff, the most important gift that we can give to a CMIT is our lives.  In relationship with you, we 
will be sharing the real nature of our walk with Jesus and our service to Him.  We will be constantly 
inviting you to know us and to grow with us. 

We ask this of you: that you be as open with us as possible, and that we share not just information 
but actual life in Jesus.  It is important for us to know your reactions to what we are having you do 
in the CMIT program as the weeks unfold.  Your assessment is essential. 
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We ask, too, that you be faithful, prompt, and thorough in your completion of assigned tasks.  As 
relationships and care grow, so should our diligence in holding you faithful to your responsibilities. 

One area of special mention is that of confidences and loyalty.  There will be times when you will 
be privileged to know more than anyone else about how everything is functioning, but with that 
knowledge comes responsibility.  In this we ask that you be a person of great loyalty and one who 
keeps confidences.  This is an item of special trust. 

While you are at UVM as a CMIT, you are to assume the posture of a learner. You will be presented 
to the students as members of the staff team.  We are eager to hear your ideas and suggestions 
for ministry strategy, events, and programs.  It is possible for some of your ideas to be enacted.  
Our intent is to deeply invest in you and your spiritual and leadership development. We honor and 
respect your investment and commitment. 

Nevertheless, the UVM Chi Alpha staff team is commissioned to direct the Chi Alpha ministry.  
They, in turn, are working to develop student leadership.  Together the staff and students provide 
the leadership for the Chi Alpha ministry.  You are to respect their leadership and follow their 
guidelines and policies.  You are not to initiate a new idea or program without their consultation 
and approval.   

When it comes to staff meetings, you are required to attend and participate.  Feel free to express 
your opinion and share your ideas. Regardless of the decisions made at staff meetings, you are 
expected to publicly support the decisions of the UVM Chi Alpha staff team. 

The relationship between CMITs and students 

Ministry is service.  You are to become a servant to the students.  You are not permitted to begin 
dating or have a romantic/physically intimate relationship with any student in Chi Alpha during 
your internship. A dating relationship can become a complex and confusing situation. However, if 
you feel you are interested in pursuing a relationship, please talk with the staff for wisdom in the 
matter. Violation of these policies could result in an immediate dismissal from the CMIT program. 

SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT 
This has to be the starting point and the foundation of all ministry - even all of life. As John Piper 
puts it, “God is the goal of the Gospel.”  We must not settle for a life living for God, when we are 
called to the high and exciting calling of life with Him.  Each intern will be assigned a mentor who 
will pray with them, encourage, and challenge them using the assigned readings to discuss issues 
that touch on attitudes, spiritual disciplines, emotional growth, relational development, and life 
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planning.  

Spiritual Disciplines 

You will be asked to participate in various spiritual disciplines. This part of the program is designed 
to make the CMIT more aware of the rich variety of spiritual disciplines available to them and help 
them give structure to their practice of the disciplines.  These spiritual exercises assist your 
spiritual development and can help you grow into a deeper relationship with God. It will also 
enable you to disciple and mentor student leaders in their growth in God.  

Throughout the history of the church, many have found it helpful and rewarding to keep a journal.  
Journaling is a way of paying attention to daily life, looking at what we and others do in order to 
understand what God may be saying to us and asking of us. Writing about our life and what we are 
encountering in scripture can move us from experience to meaning. God wants to speak to us. We 
need to grow in our ability to hear him to be able lead others in responding to him. 

In light of this we ask that each intern purchase and maintain a daily journal. Your journal will 
secure for you a lasting record of your learning experiences, insights to Scripture, relationships, 
and some of the issues and emotions that you face during this ten month period of your life.  

PERSONAL CHARACTER & HEALTH 

Our lifestyles do not lie.  We eventually live out what we truly value.  How we use our time and our 
finances say a lot about who we are and what is most important to us.  Do we believe what we do 
is valuable and worth the salary set for us?  Do we believe rest is important and that it is important 
to take care of the gift of physical and emotional health God has given us?  

Each intern will be expected to observe a weekly Sabbath (day off) and maintain the discipline of 
regular exercise.   

FINANCES 
Financial Support of CMITs  

CMITs will be required to raise their support in accordance with National Chi Alpha guidelines.  
As a general rule a realistic budget in Burlington is about $2,400 per month for a single person 
and about $2,900 per couple. A CMIT must have medical insurance. The budget may be, within 
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reason, adjusted either up or down with the agreement of the intern, the CMIT director, and the 
national Chi Alpha office.  

It is the responsibility of the CMIT to raise their entire budget prior to the beginning of the CMIT 
program. The CMIT may commence their internship at 85% of budget raised, but they must have 
the remainder raised within the next three months. A fully raised budget is necessary for a 
favorable final evaluation at the end of the CMIT program.  

Should your support fall below 85%, you may be asked to take a leave from the CMIT program to 
re-establish your support team. This could jeopardize your graduation from the CMIT program 
within the 10-month time frame. All CMITs must submit a copy of their AGUSM missionary 
statement [summary sheet only] to Mark Hoffman, on a monthly basis. 

Internship Fees 

All CMITs will be expected to pay their internship fee in a prompt and timely manner. The 
internship fee is either $1600 paid at CMIT orientation or $800 paid at CMIT orientation and 
January 1st. This fee goes toward offsetting the cost of the internship program.  

Additionally, CMITs are required to tithe their remaining five percent (after national half tithe 
deduction) to UVM Chi Alpha.  

Reimbursements 

In the event that interns purchase items for a Chi Alpha event and need to be reimbursed, interns 
will need to complete a reimbursement form and turn it in within 15 days of the event. A copy of 
the reimbursement form is included in the manual. The reimbursement procedure will be covered 
at orientation.  

SCHEDULE AND INVOLVEMENTS 
Priority management is a special challenge and a crucial skill for the dedicated campus missionary.  
You must be self-motivated and self-starting.  You must become able to set your own schedule and 
then live by it.  You must learn to let your schedule reflect your values and priorities.  Time is 
irreplaceable.  Guard it carefully.   

“Therefore be careful how you walk, not as unwise men but as wise, making the most of your time, 
because the days are evil.”  Ephesians 5:15-16 NASB 
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This CMIT program will assist you to maintain a wise and redemptive use of time in keeping with 
your calling from God.  At the same time, it will caution you in the abuses of time – laziness at one 
extreme, and workaholism at the other. 

Between personal devotions, CMIT meetings, study, and on-campus activities, you should design a 
schedule that occupies more than 45 but not more than 55 hours per week.  You will be expected 
to maintain a weekly schedule throughout the internship and will be asked to produce it 
occasionally at director / CMIT meetings for review 

An approximate typical weekly breakdown for an intern is: 
! 20 hours per week on campus involved in evangelism, meeting with students, info table, 

follow-up, etc. 
! 20 hours per week in study and preparation for Roundtable and classes, etc. 
! 15 hours per week doing administration and in meetings. 

Weekly Free Time 

Each CMIT is expected to take at least a 24-hour period of rest and uninterrupted break from 
required work each week.  This will be determined by your ministry mentor.  At this time of rest 
you are not to be doing required activities for your internship and/or your ministry to students.  We 
encourage you to enjoy and use this time for personal devotion with God; time with God’s people 
in public worship; personal reading; rest, and play that you find refreshing. As a general rule a 
CMIT should not be out [away from your apartment] in internship-related activities more than four 
evenings per week. At least one night a week (in addition to your sabbath) should be a night free 
of responsibilities. 

Study Time 

A leader is a reader.  It is arrogant to ever assume that a spiritual leader no longer needs to learn 
more about God and His ways.  Between internship classes, required reading, and study, a CMIT 
should schedule at least 20 hours per week [but not more than 25 hours] in the study program and 
attending classes.  Your personal devotional life is not included in these 20 hours. 

Exercise 

Each CMIT will schedule consistent times of exercise.  You should plan for a minimum of 3 exercise 
periods each week 

Vacations 

See the CMIT Calendar for scheduled vacation / holidays. 

CMIT Involvements 
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To become an effective campus missionary you must learn how to wear a variety of hats. You will 
need to grow in becoming a missionary, pastor, evangelist, teacher, counselor, public relations 
specialist, administrator, fundraiser and in depth of character.  Your required involvements intend 
to move you in the direction of wearing these hats with some degree of confidence. 

1. You will be mentored. 

2. You will attend all of the main weekly meetings for UVM Chi Alpha.   

3. You will take part in the regular meetings of student leaders. 

4. You will participate in weekly UVM Chi Alpha staff meetings. 

5. You will lead [or co-lead] a discipleship small group.  These students will be your primary 
student contacts, and you should attempt to develop as close a relationship with these 
students as possible. 

6. You will assume administrative tasks as determined by your pastoral supervisor and CMIT 
director.  This could include being responsible for a prayer meeting or outreach table, putting 
together weekly announcements, or administering a seminar or retreat. 

7. You will attend our discipleship class when offered. 

8. You will participate in all evangelistic outreaches and regularly scheduled info tables. 

9. You will meet with the worship leadership of Chi Alpha for a four-week consecutive period.  
You will attend these meetings primarily as an observer, and you will be asked to participate on 
the worship team for at least one week. 

10. You will attend all major fellowship events such as parties, outreaches, picnics, seminars, etc. 

11. You will have the opportunity to teach a series of messages under the direction of our 
supervisor of bible study and teaching.  This will be done with your CMIT class with some staff 
invited. 

12. You will prepare a newsletter and send it to your support team at least six times during the 10-
month CMIT program.  You must mail/email one to the CMIT director and the UVM Chi Alpha 
staff. 
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13. You will develop a filing system.  This will allow you to place all handouts, articles, illustrations, 
and book quotations in a place you can retrieve them. 

14. You will maintain a weekly schedule that will be reviewed by the staff. 

15. You will keep a journal of your thoughts, feelings, and impressions from the various facets of 
the internship. The primary focus of this journaling is to evaluate every event you attend 
answering this question, “What could I have done with this event to make it better next time?” 
Focus on positive recommendations rather than negative critiques. This journal will be 
invaluable to you in the future as you are solely responsible for these events. 

16. When available you will accompany a member of the UVM Chi Alpha staff when they travel to 
speak at a local church to present the Chi Alpha vision. 

17. You will attend the Northern New England District Council in May. 

18. You will fill out the Weekly Evaluation each Friday and email it to your Pastoral Supervisor and 
CMIT Director. 

19. You are to meet regularly with your on-campus pastoral supervisor to review ministry skill 
acquisition progress and more personal reflection.  Your pastoral supervisor will coordinate the 
praxis of ministry experiences. 

20. You will attend national, area, and district Chi Alpha conferences, such as The World Missions 
Summit and Campus Ministers Conference.  At the end of the internship you are to attend 
SICM. You are encouraged to attend the Northeast Incite annual staff conference. 

21.  You will designate one evening per week for intentional outreach to non-Christian students in 
your residence hall or in a student club/intramural sports team/etc..  You will also prepare one 
evangelistic residence hall program for spring semester. 

21. You will participate in leading a short-term missions trip during the spring semester. Interns will 
be given responsibility of leading their team in fundraising and all planning and preparatory 
aspects of the trip including outreach efforts, team dynamics, discipling team members 
through the missions experience, and team/trip budgetary details. 
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THE STUDY PROGRAM 

CREDENTIALING COURSES 
There are five courses that are needed from Global University in order to satisfy your ministerial 
credential requirements. They are as follows: 

BIB112 Synoptic Gospels 
BIB115 Acts  
THE114 Introduction to Pentecostal Doctrine 
THE142 Assembly of God History, Mission and Governance  
BIB117 Prison Epistles  

We will be working with the Northern New England District School of Ministry for you to attend 
classes with them in order to fulfill this requirement.  The remaining courses are waived following 
the completion of the internship program.    

BIBLE STUDY LAB 
A 10-week inductive Bible Study Lab will provide the intern with basic study skills for exegeting 
and applying Scripture.   

PREACHING LAB 
A 10-week preaching lab will expose interns to a variety of models for forming and delivering 
sermons that are biblically sound and culturally relevant.  Special emphasis will be given to 
communicating and applying the Scriptures for an audience of often unchurched and biblically 
illiterate university students.  Interns will also prepare and deliver an itineration sermon for raising 
funds as a campus missionary. 

THEOLOGICAL ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION 
Our goals for the TRDs include: 
1.  expand on the Global courses to include seminary, graduate level, texts, 
2. provide an overall picture of the story of the Bible 
3. study the core doctrines of the Church 
4. learn appropriate Bible study skills, and 
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5. develop as a communicator of the Scriptures 

A variety of instructors and/or discussion leaders will be used.  Most will come from the UVM Chi 
Alpha staff.  When the opportunity arrives, special speakers will be invited to address the CMITs. 
An Introduction To Christian Theology by Alister McGrath will be the main text for the Theological 
Roundtable Discussions.  The instructors may require some supplemental reading as well. 

CRITICAL CAMPUS MINISTRY ISSUES (CCMI) 
Many issues are critical and central to the developing vocational minister.  We will be addressing 
these issues in the context of today’s university student and our role as campus minister’s & 
missionaries. 

MINISTRY COMPETENCIES 
The following list highlights the ministry skills and experiences a CMIT will have passed to them 
within those areas. Many of these will be subjects of formal conversation. Most of these will be 
hands-on ministry opportunities that will be delegated, supervised, and followed-up on with 
feedback. Various staff members will be responsible to pass these on to you. Some you will 
encounter as a class of interns, while others you will encounter one-to-one with a staff member. 

!Network with Assemblies of God pastors and officials 
!Discuss a campus missionary’s relationship with a local AOG church 
!Priority management 
!Observe student leadership meetings 
!Casting vision and promotion 
!Learn to process and think strategically 
!Determining one’s calling into campus ministry 
!Fostering worship in a campus ministry 
!Be assigned an administrative responsibility 
!Support team development and maintenance 
!Discipleship training and leadership 
!Relationship-building skills 
!Lead a mission team 
!Campus Evangelism 
!International student ministry 
!Communicate at main weekly meetings 
!How to plan a retreat / major event 
!Foster prayer meetings 
!The operation of the spiritual gifts in campus ministry 
!How to minister in the community where you live 
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MID-YEAR AND FINAL EVALUATIONS  
Included in this manual is an example of the evaluation sheet that will be used in evaluating your 
CMIT experience. There will be two evaluations: one Midterm in December and one final in May. 
The CMIT will also have the opportunity to evaluate the program.  

SAMPLE EVALUATION 
University of Vermont Chi Alpha Campus Ministries Campus Missionary-In-Training Program  
Evaluation of Intern by Director, Internship Director, or Mentor  
Name of CMIT: ___________________________________________________________________  
Name[s] of Staff Person Evaluating: ______________________________  
Date: ________________________  

I. Character & Personal Development Area 
Please write a brief, but meaningful, response addressing how you feel the CMIT has grown in the 
following areas. Indicate where you think more attention needs to be provided.  

A. Financial Management 
[Biblical understanding, support-raising, attitudes, budgeting, ministry finances]  

B. Relationships  [vulnerability, affirmation, honesty, healthy same sex and opposite sex 
relationship]  

C. Emotional Stability  [Attitudes, mood, stress, humor, temperament, self-aware]  

D. Work Ethic  [Self-starter, self-disciplined, will power, diligent, hardworking,]  

E. Classes  [preparation for and participation in]  

F. Emotional Intelligence  [ability to read situations, communicate with vision when needed]  

II. Competence Development  
Evaluate the CMIT on the following categories. Write a brief statement.  
A. Discipleship and Counseling (small group and large group)  

B. Campus Evangelism  

C. Prayer Development  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D. Administrative Skills and Organization  

E. Missions. Local, International.  

F. Preaching / Teaching  

G. Relating to the bigger picture (local church, national chi alpha, district stuff)  

III. Capacity 
A. Time Management  
[Establishing priorities, developing a schedule, following a schedule]  

B. Rest 
[Balanced, re-creates oneself, takes care of self, pursues personal life outside of work]  

C. Quantity  
[Is this CMIT being used to the fullest extent of his/her capacity]  

IV. Chemistry  
A.Teamwork. 
[Is the CMIT enjoyable to work with? Does he/she contribute to the team and act as a team 
player?]  

B. Relating to the bigger picture (local church, national chi alpha, district stuff)  

V. Please answer the following Y/N. If No please comment.  
-Did this CMIT show respect and appreciation for me as an individual and as a supervisor/mentor?  
-Was this CMIT vulnerable, receptive to criticism and willing to learn from me? 
-Did this CMIT exhibit patience and grace when it came to dealing with me? - Is this CMIT 
teachable and flexible?  

VI. Final Questions  
 A. If this CMIT had to pioneer a ministry [alone] tomorrow, what things do they lack 
[knowledge, skills, gifts] to pull it off?  

 B. What vocational recommendation do you give for this CMIT at this date?  

 C. Final Comments (optional)  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SAMPLE CMIT WEEKLY SUMMARY  
Please respond briefly but clearly to the questions below. This feedback is to be done each week 
and emailed to your Pastoral Supervisor and Internship Directors by Friday evening. Please type 
your responses. Please be specific and avoid the plague of being vague. This report will be treated 
as a confidential document between you, the Internship Directors and your Pastoral Supervisor.  

Name: 
 
This review is for week ending:  

1.  A really encouraging thing in my ministry experience this past week was...  

2.  What things in your pastoral ministry and/or schedule are a concern, source of    
discouragement, or causing you difficulty?  

3.  How did you meet last week’s goals for your discipling ministry? What are your goals   
for the upcoming week? Please be specific.  

4.  Tell me about your outreach and ministry to pre-Christians this week and how you feel   
about it. How did you meet last week’s goals? What are your goals for the upcoming   
week? Please be specific.  

5.  I’m having relational difficulties with... (review your relational attitudes/ experiences  with Senior 
Staff, fellow interns, housemates, Lifegroup members, etc)  

6.  Tell me if and how Jesus (a) ministered to you at this past Monday night meeting    
and (b) how the Lord ministered through you at (beginning, during, or after)    
Monday night.  

7.  Respond to: How would your housemates evaluate your contribution (or lack of it) as a   
fellow housemate this past week?  

8.  Tell me... 
 a. I completed all my assigned studies appropriately for this past week?   
 b. I kept faithfully my designated prayer times this past week? 
 c. I think Jesus is pleased with how I cared for my body during this past week?  
 d. I handled my finances congruent with my budget and in a way that I feel Jesus   
 would affirm over this past week? 
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 e. I faithfully kept my Sabbath. Please respond: Yes, No, or Let’s Talk  

9.  When we get together this week I would like to talk and/or pray about...  

10.  What is one value or principle behind what we do as a ministry that you’ve noticed this   
week that you want to hold on to?  

11.  What is one question you have had about why we do a certain thing the way we do?  

12.  What did you learn from your assigned studies this week?  

13.  Are there any agenda items you’d like to submit for the next staff meeting?  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CMIT MANUAL RECEIPT 

By my signature, I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the XA at UVM CMIT 
Manual.   I have read and do understand the policies and procedures as listed in the 
handbook.   

______________________________ ______________________________ 
Name      Date 

_____________________________________________________________ 
Signature 

Please retain one copy of this agreement and bring two copies of this signed/dated page 
to the XA at UVM Internship Director to be placed in your Chi Alpha at UVM file. 
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CMIT MANUAL RECEIPT 

By my signature, I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the XA at UVM CMIT 
Manual.   I have read and do understand the policies and procedures as listed in the 
handbook.   

______________________________ ______________________________ 
Name      Date 

_____________________________________________________________ 
Signature 

Please retain one copy of this agreement and bring two copies of this signed/dated page 
to the XA at UVM Internship Director to be placed in your Chi Alpha at UVM file. 
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CMIT Classes Date Instructor

Healthy Staff Teams August 8  9:30-12:30 Joe

Personal Finances And Taxes August 15 6:00-8:00 PM Sue

CCMI: First Things First August 14  9:30-12:00 Mark and Adam

CCMI: Understanding 
Scripture

August 17  9:30-12:00 Mark

Bible Study Lab Thursdays,  
Sep 13 - Nov 15 

9:30-12:00 

Joe/Mark/Adam

CCMI: Developing Our Inner 
Life Part 2

September 6  9:30-12:00 Abbigail Carroll

CCMI: Developing Our Inner 
Life Part 3

September 20  1:00-3:00 Joe

CCMI: Developing Our Inner 
Life Part 4

October 4  1:00-3:00 Joe

CCMI: Developing Our Inner 
Life Part 5

October 18  1:00-3:00 Joe

CCMI: Developing Our Inner 
Life Part 6

November 1  1:00-3:00 Joe

Preaching Lab: Class 1 December 6  9:30-12:00 Joe

CCMI: Essential Small Group 
Strategies

December 13  9:30-12:00 Sue

Preaching Lab: Class 2 January 10  9:30-12:00 Joe



CMIT Classes Date Instructor

Preaching Lab: Class 3 January 17  9:30-12:00 Jason McConnell (Joe)

Preaching Lab: Class 4 January 24  9:30-12:00 Jason McConnell (Joe)

Preaching Lab: Class 5 January 31  9:30-12:00 Roland Ludlam (Joe)

Preaching Lab: Class 6 February 7  9:30-12:00 Roland Ludlam (Joe)

Preaching Lab: Class 7 February 21  9:30-12:00 Mike Olejarz (Joe)

Preaching Lab: Class 8 February 28  9:30-12:00 Mike Oldham (Joe)

CCMI: Discipleship January 10  1:00-3:00 Joe

CCMI: Campus Evangelism January 24  1:00-3:00 Mark/Adam

CCMI: Understanding Culture February 7  1:00-3:00 Mark

CCMI: Complexities of Race 
and Reconciliation

February 21  1:00-3:00 Mark

CCMI: Understanding Rural 
University Students

March 7  1:00-3:00 Jason McConnell (Joe)

CMIT Personal Retreat March 21-23 Sue/Adam

Theological Roundtable Thursdays 9:30-12:00 
March 28 - May 30 

(No Class on May 16th)

Mark, Joe,  
Roland Ludlam, and/or 

Jason McConnell



CMIT Classes Date Instructor

CCMI: Christian Sexuality March 28 1:00-3:00 Joe

CCMI: Theology of Worship April 11 1:00-3:00 Joe

CCMI: Women, Sexism, and 
the Bible

April 25 1:00-3:00 Joe



CMIT Schedule (August 6 - September 7)

August  

Monday August 6th 
 9:30-1:30  Staff Welcome Celebration, Oakledge Park/Hoffmans 
 2:00-4:00 Prep CCMI: Healthy Leadership Teams 
 5:00-7:00  Staff Celebration Dinner, Gavins (65 Ponderosa Drive) 

Tuesday August 7th 
 9:00-10:00 Personal Devotions 
 10:00-12:30  Prep CCMI: Healthy Leadership Teams 
 1:30-3:30   Manual Overview With Joe, New Moon Cafe 
 6:00-9:00   Continue prep on Healthy Leadership Teams 

Wednesday August 8th 
 8:30-9:30 Personal Devotions 
 9:30-12:30 CCMI: Healthy Leadership Teams, UVM Davis Center 
 1:00-3:00 Campus Prayer Walk 
 3:00-5:00 Prep CCMI: First Things First 
 8:00-9:00 Finish day by reading through 1 Peter 

Thursday August 9th 
 9:00-10:00 Personal Devotions 
 10:00-11:00 One-to-one with Mark 
 11:00-5:00 Prep CCMI: First Things First  
     (Find a secluded park/lakeside spot/beautiful spot on campus) 
 8:00-9:00 Finish day by reading through 1 Peter 

Friday, August 10th 
 9:00-10:00 Personal Devotions 
 10:00-12:00 Prep CCMI: First Things First 
 1:00-4:00 Campus Tour 
 4:00-5:00 Complete Weekly Eval and Email to Mark and Joe 

Saturday, August 11th:  SABBATH/Day off 

Sunday, August 12th 
 7:30-2:30 Touch Of Grace AG Itineration Service with Joe 

Monday, August 13th 
 9:30-11:00 Staff Devotional and Check-In 
 11:00-12:00 Read through 1 Peter 
 1:00-5:00 Prep CCMI: Personal Finances and Taxes 

Tuesday, August 14th 
 8:30-9:30 Personal Devotions 
 9:30-12:00 CCMI: First Things First 
 1:00-4:00 Prep CCMI: Understanding Scripture 
 4:00-5:00 Read Through 1 Peter 



CMIT Schedule cont. (August 6 - September 7)

Wednesday August 15th 
 9:30-12:00  Staff Meeting 
 1:00-5:00 Prep CCMI: Understanding Scripture 
 6:00-8:00 CCMI: Personal Finances and Taxes 
  
Thursday, August 16th 
 9:00-10:00 Personal Devotions 
 10:00-5:00 Prep CCMI: Understanding Scripture, Read through 1 Peter 

Friday, August 17th 
 8:30-9:30 Personal Devotions 
 9:30-12:00 CCMI: Understanding Scripture 
 1:00-3:00 Discretionary/Administration 
 3:00-4:00 Complete Weekly Evaluation and Email to Mark and Joe  

Saturday, August 18th: SABBATH and Day Off 

Sunday, August 19th 
 9:00-1:00 Itineration Service @ Vibrant Church 

Monday, August 20th 
 9:30-11:00 Staff Devotional and Check-in 
 11:00-2:00 XAi Tabling 
 2:00-5:00 Prep BSL Class 1 

Tuesday, August 21st: SABBATH and Day Off 

Wednesday, August 22nd 
 9:30-11:00 Staff Meeting 
 11:00-2:00 Prep BSL Class 1 
 3:00-10:00 Leadership Retreat 

Thursday, August 23rd 
 9:00-3:00 Leadership Retreat 
 5:00-10:00 WOW Kickoff BBQ 

Friday, August 24th 
 7:30-1:00 UVM Move-In Day 
 8:00-11:00 UVM Block Party 

Saturday, August 25th 
 10:00-2:00 Class of 2022 BBQ 
 5:00-10:00 Mug Shots 

Sunday, August 26th 
 Morning/Afternoon Off (Church Attendance Optional) 
 7:00-10:00 (PM) Follow-Ups In Residence Halls



CMIT Schedule cont. (August 6 - September 7)

Monday, August 27th 
 9:00-2:00 Snow Cones/Tabling 
 4:00-10:00 MNW 

Tuesday, August 28th 
 10:00-2:00 Tabling 
 5:00-9:00 On-Campus Dinner/Dorm Outreach/Followups/LG Social 

Wednesday, August 29th 
 10:00-2:00 Tabling 
 5:00-9:00 On-Campus Dinner/Dorm Outreach/Followups/LG Social 

Thursday, August 30th 
 10:00-12:00 Prep CCMI: Developing Our Inner Life Part 2 
 12:00-2:00 Staff Meeting 
 2:00-4:00 Prep CCMI: Developing Our Inner Life Part 2 
 4:00-5:00 Complete Weekly Eval and Email to Mark and Joe 
 Evening Off 

Friday, August 31st 
 Day Off Until Dinner 
 5:00-7:00 Dinner On-Campus/Dorm Outreach/Follow-ups 
 7:00-10:00 Dodgeball and Pizza Event 
  
Saturday, September 1st 
 10:00-3:00 Mt. Elmore Hike 

Sunday, September 2nd 
 9:30-12:00 Church/Rides for Students 
 12:00-  Sabbath 

Monday, September 3rd 
 Morning Off 
 3:00-5:00 Dorm Outreach/Follow-ups 
 5:00-10:00 Labor Day BBQ and MNW 

Tuesday, September 4th 
 11:00-1:00 Tabling With Adam 
  
Wednesday. September 5th 
 10:00-2:00 ActivitiesFest 

Thursday, September 6th 
 9:30-12:00 CCMI: Developing Our Inner Life Part 2 
 12:00-2:00 Staff Meeting 

Friday, September 7th 
 7:00-10:00 Glow-In-The-Dark Ultimate Frisbee 



CMIT Class Syllabi Table of Contents

1) CCMI: Healthy Leadership Teams (Joe) 

2) CCMI: Personal Finances and Taxes (Sue) 

3) CCMI: First Things First (Mark) 

4) CCMI: Understanding Scripture (Mark) 

5)  CCMI: Essential Small Group Strategies (Sue) 

6)  CCMI: Discipleship (Joe) 

7)  CCMI: Campus Evangelism (Mark) 

8)  CCMI: Understanding Culture (Mark) 

9)  CCMI: Complexities of Race and Reconciliation (Mark/Adam) 

10)  CCMI: Understanding Rural University Students (Joe/Jason McConnell) 

11)  Intern Personal Retreat (Adam/Sue) 

12)  CCMI: Christian Sexuality (Joe) 

13)  CCMI: Theology of Worship (Joe) 

14)  CCMI: Women, Sexism, and the Bible (Joe) 

15)  Bible Study Lab: 1 Peter (Joe) 

16)  Preaching Lab (Joe) 

17)  Theological Roundtable (Mark/Joe)
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